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(54) Title: ABSORBENT ARTICLES HAVING CHANNEL-FORMING AREAS AND WETNESS INDICATOR

(57) Abstract: An absorbent article (20) comprising an absorbent core (28) having at least two longitudinally extending channel-forming areas (26a,b) and a wetness indicator (100). The core wrap comprises a top side (16) and a bottom side (16'), which are attached to each other through areas (26a,b) substantially free of absorbent material, so that when the absorbent material (60) swells upon absorption of a liquid the core wrap forms channels (26a,b) along these areas (26a,b) substantially free of absorbent material. The wetness indicator is placed between the channel-forming areas (26a,b) or between at least one channel-forming area (26a,b) and at least one longitudinally extending side edge (13, 14) of the article, as seen for the exterior of the article.
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The problem solved is how to prevent the bursting open of the core wrap upon wetness being sealed in a particular way. The problem solved is how to provide the wetness indicator.

---

2. claims: 7 (completely) ; l (partially)

An absorbent article having a wrapped core with SAP and having channels free from SAP, the top and bottom sides of the core wrap being attached to each other through the core channel's; and a wetness indicator placed between the channel-forming areas or between a channel-forming area and a side edge of the article and between the core wrap bottom side and the backsheet. The core comprising a certain amount of SAP, depending on the age of the user. The problem solved is how to adapt the diaper of the invention to the urination characteristics of newborns, infants and adults.

---

3. claims: 8-10 (completely) ; l (partially)

An absorbent article having a wrapped core with SAP and having channels free from SAP, the top and bottom sides of the core wrap being attached to each other through the core channel's; and a wetness indicator placed between the channel-forming areas or between a channel-forming area and a side edge of the article and between the core wrap bottom side and the backsheet. Various choices for the channel dimensions. The problem solved is how to improve the longitudinal distribution of body fluids over the article.

---

4. claims: l (completely) ; l (partially)

An absorbent article having a wrapped core with SAP and having channels free from SAP, the top and bottom sides of the core wrap being attached to each other through the core channel's; and a wetness indicator placed between the channel-forming areas or between a channel-forming area and a side edge of the article and between the core wrap bottom side and the backsheet. The core wrap being made of two parts, being sealed in a particular way. The problem solved is how to prevent the bursting open of the core wrap upon
swelling of the core.

---

5. Claims: 12 (completely); 1 (partially)

An absorbent article having a wrapped core with SAP and having channel(s) free from SAP, the top and bottom sides of the core wrap being attached to each other through the core channels; and a wetness indicator placed between the channel-forming areas or between a channel-forming area and a side edge of the article and between the core wrap bottom side and the backsheet. The absorbent material in the article being deposited in particular ways. The problem solved is how to improve the fit of the article between the legs.

---

6. Claims: 13-15 (completely); 1 (partially)

An absorbent article having a wrapped core with SAP and having channel(s) free from SAP, the top and bottom sides of the core wrap being attached to each other through the core channels; and a wetness indicator placed between the channel-forming areas or between a channel-forming area and a side edge of the article and between the core wrap bottom side and the backsheet. The core is constructed from two substrates having SAP islands on them, being attached by overcast fibrous hot melt adhesive. The problem solved is how to construct the core in order to obtain a very thin article.

---